UfM Women Conference 2018
Women build inclusive societies
Lisbon, Portugal. 10-11 October 2018.

LOGISTIC NOTE

VENUE
Champalimaud Centre for the Unknown.
Av. Brasília, 1400-038 Lisboa, Portugal.
ACCOMMODATION

The participants have the possibility to reserve their accommodation at special rates in three hotels, upon availability. Free bus transfers from and to the venue of the conference and the three hotels will be provided on the days of the conference before and after the meeting. **Exact schedules will follow.**

The most efficient way to get to the hotels from Lisbon International Airport is by taxi since it takes only about 10 minutes without traffic, costing between 10 and 15 euros (including luggage fees).

You will be able to find taxis at the airport at the official taxi station, outside of the terminals. Please note that the queue can be long during peak hours. If you choose this means of transportation, make sure that the taximeter is turned on at the beginning of the journey and always ask for a receipt/invoice.

In addition, you will also be able to find the public transports details to reach each hotel below.

The three hotels with special rates are as follows:

1. **Lisbon Marriott Hotel**
   Av. dos Combatentes 45, 1600-042 Lisboa, Portugal

   **How to get there by public transport:**
   The fastest way to get to the hotel from the airport is to take the metro (red line) until the station ‘Saldanha’ and then change to the yellow line from which you will need to get off at the station called ‘Cidade Universitaria’. The hotel is at a 10 minutes walking distance from there. The whole journey takes about 30 minutes.

   **Price of accommodation:**
   Single room with breakfast included – 145 EUR
   Double room with breakfast included – 155 EUR

   **Method of booking:** Please use the following link in order to make you booking at the special prices: [Book your group rate for Women Conference 2018](#).

   Should your check-in date be earlier then October 8 or your check-out day later than October 12, please contact Ms. Mariana Pais at the following e-mail address: Mariana.Pais@marriott.com
2. **Upon Lisbon Prime Residences**  
Rua Luciana Stegagno Picchio, 12, 1549-023 Lisboa, Portugal

**How to get there by public transport:**  
The fastest and simplest way to get to the hotel from the airport is taking the ´Aerobus´ 1 or 2, getting off at the station ´Marques de Pombal´ and changing to the blue metro line. You will then need to get off at the station called ´Alto dos Moinhos´ and walk for approx. 8 minutes to reach the hotel. The journey takes about 35 minutes.

**Price of accommodation:**  
Single room with breakfast included – 103 EUR  
Double room with breakfast included – 111 EUR

**Method of booking:** Please fill in this [booking form](#) and send it by e-mail to: reservas@uponlisbon.com.

3. **Radisson Blu Hotel**  
Av. Mal. Craveiro Lopes 390, 1749-009 Lisboa, Portugal

**How to get there by public transport:**  
A courtesy bus service is available from and to Lisbon International Airport subject to availability and by appointment. This service is provided by the hotel.

To make a booking, please call the following phone number: +351 21 004 5000

As an alternative, you will also be able to take the red metro line at the airport and change to the green line at the station called ´Alameda´. You will then need to get off at ´Campo Grande´ and walk 5 minutes to reach the hotel. The whole journey takes about 25-30 minutes.

**Price of accommodation:**  
Single room with breakfast included – 120 EUR  
Double room with breakfast included – 130 EUR

**Method of booking:** Please fill in this [booking form](#) and send it by e-mail to: anasilva@grupo-continental.com.

Reservation rates are guaranteed only until September 24 (upon availability). After the deadline, you shall still be able to make reservations upon availability and daily rates.
Please note that a tourist city tax for visitors is applied since 01 January 2016; Lisbon’s City Hall charges a tax for each overnight stay in the capital, up to seven nights – 1€ per person and per night, up to 7€ maximum.

MEALS

Meals will be provided as per the agenda of the Conference.

WEATHER

Lisbon has a Mediterranean climate with mild, rainy winters and warm to hot, dry summers. During the month of October, the temperature could run from 22 average high to 11 average low and rains can also be expected.

CURRENCY

The official currency of Portugal is the euro.

ELECTRICITY

In Portugal, the common voltage is 230 V. The frequency is 50 Hz. The plugs and plugs are ‘type F’.

CONTACTS

From Trivent (for logistics/accommodation):

Kinga Fodor
lot5conferences@trivent.hu
T+36 209 340 681

From the Union for the Mediterranean (for any other information):

Juli Hernández
womenconference@ufmsecretariat.org
T+34 605 402 475
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With the financial support of: